. We present a dual of a family of partition identities of Andrews involving partitions with no repeated odd parts (among other conditions), along with an overpartition generalization that encapsulates both families. These were discovered during the course of research for an upcoming article by the authors along with Debajyoti Nandi. The proof uses Appell's comparison theorem.
Introduction
Recall the well-known partition theorem of I. Schur, (see [11] and [2, Ch. 7] ): Theorem 1 (Schur). Partitions of a positive integer n where each part is ≡ ±1 (mod 6) are equinumerous with partitions of n where the difference between adjacent parts is at least 3, and at least 6 if these parts are divisible by 3.
During the course of a proof of this theorem using Appell's comparison theorem (recalled below, Theorem 5), roughly 50 years ago G. E. Andrews was led to the following family of partition identities.
Theorem 2 (Thm. 3 [1] ). For k ≥ 2, let B k−1,k (n) be the number of partitions of a non-negative integer n in which each part is either even but 4k − 2 (mod 4k) or odd and ≡ 2k − 1, 4k − 1 (mod 4k). Also, let C k−1,k (n) be the number of partitions of n in which if an odd part 2j + 1 is present, then none of the other parts are equal to any of 2j + 1, 2j, . . . , 2j − 2k + 3, and the smallest part is not equal to any of 1, 3, . . . , 2k − 3.
The meaning of the subscripts {k − 1, k} (in the previous theorem) and {0, k} (in the following theorem) will be made clear later in this paper. Incidentally, this same family also arose during the course of our recent search (jointly with D. Nandi) for identities of Rogers-Ramanujan-MacMahon type [9] . In this note, we provide a dual version of this family: Theorem 3. For k ≥ 2, let B 0,k (n) be the number of partitions of a non-negative integer n in which each part is either even but 2 (mod 4k) or odd and ≡ 1, 2k + 1 (mod 4k). Also, let C 0,k (n) be the number of partitions of n in which if an odd part 2j + 1 is present, then none of the other parts are equal to any of
As an example of this family, we note that setting k = 2 results in B 0,2 (n) counting partitions with all parts congruent to ≡ 0, 1, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8), while C 0,2 (n) counts partitions where the occurrence of an odd part forbids the occurrence of a part 0, 1 or 2 greater. More specifically, for n = 10, the B 0,2 (10) = 10 partitions counted by the "product side" are 9 + 1, 8 + 1 + 1, 6 + 4, 6 + 1
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counted by the "sum side" are 10, 9 + 1, 8 + 2, 7 + 3, 6 + 4, 6 + 2 + 2, 5 + 4 + 1, 4 + 4 + 2, 4 + 2 + 2 + 2, and 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2.
Over the past decade or so, there has been a lot of interest in exploring overpartition analogues of classical partition identities, (as a small and by no means exhaustive sample, see papers by Chen et al., Corteel, Lovejoy, and Dousse [3, 4, 6, 10] ). Overpartitions are partitions in which last occurrence of any part may appear overlined.
The fact that odd parts are not allowed to be repeated (though even parts may be repeated arbitrarily many times) in the above theorems suggests that both are actually special cases of an overpartition theorem. We now present an overpartition generalization that can be used to recover Theorems 2 and 3 upon appropriate specializations. • If an overlined part b appears, then all of the overlined parts
Then,
Here and throughout, we have used the standard q-Pochhammer notation (b; q) t =
0≤m<t
(1 − bq m ). Specializing a = 1 means that the product side is simply overpartitions where only parts ≡ 1 (mod k) can be overlined.
We prove this family again using Appell's comparison theorem. Appell's theorem is an important tool in the theory of q-series and has been successfully exploited in many cases, see for example, [6] [7] [8] . After we prove this theorem, we will derive corollaries for all i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, where the cases corresponding to i = 0 and i = k − 1 are Theorem 3 and Theorem 2, respectively.
Proofs
We begin by recalling Appell's comparison theorem.
Theorem 5 (Appell's comparison theorem [5, page 101])
. Let p n be a sequence of positive real numbers such that the series n ≥0 p n diverges and such that the radius of convergence of n ≥0 p n z n is 1. Let a n be another sequence such that lim n→∞ a n /p n = s. Then, the radius of convergence of n ≥0 a n z n is also 1 and moreover, lim r →1 ( n ≥0 a n r n )/( n ≥0 p n r n ) = s.
Let us provide a special case (p n ≡ 1) of Appell's theorem that will prove to be more amenable to our calculations. First, let us define the notion of limit of a sequence of formal series that we shall employ. 
. (In practice, this condition is usually very easy to verify.) If the limit exists, we let it be
where R is some ring such that f ∞ (q) := lim n→∞ f n (q) exists. Let
Then, lim
We now prove Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Fix k ≥ 2. Let p j (m, n) be the number of overpartitions of n with m overlined parts that satisfy the conditions in Theorem 4, with the further restriction that all parts are ≤ j. Let r j (m, n) be the number of overpartitions of n counted by p j (m, n) where j, j − 1, . . . , j − k + 2 do not appear (that is, the largest possible overlined part is j − k + 1). Then, let
we let P 0 = R 0 = 1. It is clear that
Observe that the following recursion and initial conditions are satisfied:
Note the following alternate way to write the recursion and the initial conditions:
which immediately gets us to
we obtain
Finally, by Corollary 7,
Now, Theorems 2 and 3 can be recovered by appropriate specializations. Letting (a, q) → q −1 , q 2 (that is, we map every nonoverlined part j → 2j and every overlined part j → 2j − 1) gives us Theorem 3, while using (a, q) → q 2k−3 , q 2 (now mapping j → 2j and every overlined part j → 2j + 2k − 3) provides us with Theorem 2.
However, many more corollaries can be found. For k ≥ 2, by choosing i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} and letting (a, q) → q 2i−1 , q 2 , we obtain: Corollary 8. Let B i,k (n) be the number of partitions of a non-negative integer n in which each part is either even but 4i + 2 (mod 4k) or odd and ≡ 2i + 1, 2k + 2i + 1 (mod 4k). Also, let C i,k (n) be the number of partitions of n in which if an odd part 2j + 1 is present, then none of the other even parts are equal to any of 2j − 2i + 2, 2j − 2i + 4, . . . , 2j + 2k − 2i − 2, none of the other odd parts are equal to any of 2j + 1, 2j + 3, . . . , 2j + 2k − 1 and the smallest odd part is at least 2i + 1. Then, B i,k (n) = C i,k (n) for all n.
We leave it to the reader to work out identities related to the specializations q → q t for t > 2.
